
1.a.   Data from the Household Income and Expenditure 
Survey (HIES) show that credit recipients are mainly farmers 
(29%), agricultural laborers (19%), business men (16%), 
rickshaw/van puller (6.5%), service holders (6.5%), house-
wives (4%), mason and carpenter (3%), retired personnel and 
teacher (2.5%), fishermen (0.5%), others (12%)
1.b.  Credit recipients used it for different purposes, includ-
ing: business (26%), agriculture production (19%), housing 
(13%), food purchasing (11%), health (4%), marriage (4%), 
other purposes (21%)
2.a.  Households received credit from formal, informal, 
microcredit sources (including quasi formal, i.e. credit 
provided by NGOs but in amount exceeding the standard 
microcredit ceilings). Out of these, formal credit is the largest 
(40%), followed by micro finance (36%) and informal credit 
(24%)
2.b.  Annual interest rates charged by commercial banks 
ranged between 10 and 13%, by NGOs around 17%. In the 
case of informal credit, the observed interest rate was around 
16%, although short-term monthly loans have interest rates 
as high as 6% per month. Cooperatives may charge to non-
members interest higher than 20%. However, focus group 
discussions reveal that timeliness of credit disbursement is 
often considered by farmers more important than the interest 
rate to be paid
3.  Credit availability has strong relationship with household 
agriculture production and productivity. Credit helps marginal 
and small farmers to plough their land and to lease additional 
land. Agricultural household mainly use credit for transport-
ing and storing products, purchasing fertilizer and pesticides 
and paying for irrigation. Marginal and small farms have 
limited access to formal credit and tend to use non-farm 
credit obtained from micro finance institution for agricultural 
production purposes
4.  Low income households face food scarcity towards the 
end of the month and rely on credit to smooth out their 
expenditure. Households living on daily wages remain 
frequently unemployed during the lean season and use credit 
for supporting their basic food requirements. Households 
who depend on remittances sometimes face food scarcity due 
to irregular flow of remittances and often take credit to 
smoothen household consumption
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5.  Credit enables households to consume more and more 
diversified food. Households having access to credit tend to 
consume 60 calorie more per capita on a daily basis, while 
borrower households with greater number of literate adults 
have significantly higher probability to consume more calorie 
and more diversified food. The study estimated (using an 
ordered probit regression) that increased access to credit 
increases the probability of consuming a more diversified diet
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1 Who are the recipients of credit? For what purpose is credit used?

2.b.  Bureaucratic procedures for credit disbursement 
should be streamlined and simplified to make credit 
disbursement timelier 
3.  Microcredit institution should be encouraged to extend 
their interventions in agricultural credit for marginal farmers 
and landless sharecroppers
4.a.  Availability of and access to consumption credit should 
be enhanced in order to improve household resilience 
vis-a-vis monthly, seasonal and occasional shocks generated 
by markets or natural hazards (calamities or poor harvests)
4.b.  Since credit comes at a cost to borrowers, it is impor-
tant to educate people about the costs of borrowing, and 
encourage them to save more and postpone non-essential 
purchases
5.  Access to credit for consumption should be increased in 
order to enhance level and diversity of food consumption

Answers from the research

Implications for Policy

2 What type of credit (informal, formal, quasi-formal) do households receive 
most and what interest rates do they pay for their loan?

3 How does credit enhance agricultural production?
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4 How does credit contribute to food security?

5 How does credit contribute to dietary diversity? 
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